
Defining The American Dream

1- Read the folloing quotes
-

James Truslow Adams: "The American Dream is that dream of a land in which life should be 
better and richer and fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or 
achievement. It is not a dream of motor cars and high wages* merely*, but a dream of social order 
in which each man and each woman shall* be able to attain to the fullest stature of  which they are 
innately* capable, and be recognized by others for what they are, regardless of the fortuitous* 
circumstances of birth or position.

Declaration of Independence: “All Men are created equal. They are endowed* by their
Creator with certain unalienable* Rights, among these life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness."

Thomas Wolfe: "To every man, regardless of his birth, his shining, golden opportunity – the 
right to live, to work, to be himself, and to become whatever thing his manhood and his vision can 
combine to make him”

2- Match each with its synonym

Innately 
Wages

Fortuitous
Unalienable

Shall
Merely

Achievement

Salary
Success
By nature
Happening by chance
Simply
Intrinsic
Will

3- Use colours to identify concepts ,  ideas or words that appear in more than one quote.,
as in the example with the words life / live

4- Phonology:   the letter “a” can be pronounced    /a/     /ei/     /Ɔ/    /Ə/   /a:/  
Write the corresponding symbol under each a

attain –stature – innately – capable – what – are – whatever – manhood – can- make 

5- Observe the words  “every”, “each” and “all” in context and choose the correct answer

Every is used with……………………….…  a singular  a plural
Each is used ………….………………………  a singular  a plural
All is used with ……………………….…….  a singular  a plural

6- Write your own and personal definition of the American Dream in 2/3 sentences.
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